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1. INTRODUCTION 
In Polya’s theory of counting (see [l], [S]) there is a central lemma 
that was attributed to Burnside by a number of authors. Recently several 
people remarked that the lemma occurred already in a paper by Frobenius 
of 1887 ([6]), and it was pointed out by P. Neumann [7] that Cauchy [5] 
had it, although not in the same form. Therefore the name “Cauchy- 
Frobenius lemma” seems to be appropriate. 
The usual proofs of the lemma depend on simple group theoretical 
notions like subgroup, coset, stabilizer. In section 4 of this note we present 
a proof that uses nothing but the following two facts: 
(i) if G is a group, if n is a representation of G by means of permutations 
of a set X (i.e. n(g) is a permutation of X for every g E G, and n(gi)(n(gz))-l= 
=n(gig;‘) for all gi, gz E G), and if xi ~2~2 is defined by 3gc~i =~(g)xz, 
then N is an equivalence relation, 
(ii) if G is a group, and L E G, then the mapping that sends g to gk, 
is one-to-one. 
Pursuing the simple idea involved in this proof, we get to a lemma 
(section 6) that does not involve any group of permutations at all, and 
from which several extensions of the Cauchy-Frobenius lemma can be 
derived. 
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2. NOTATION 
The number of elements of a set A is denoted by IAl. Finite sums will 
be denoted like this: z;GcxI~(z) gives the sum over all x E X which satisfy 
P(x). In particular &cxlp(z)l represents the number of x E X that satisfy 
P(z). It will also be written as #zc~P(x). 
3. THE CAUCHY-FBOBENIUS LEMMA 
Let # be a finite group, let X be a finite set, and let 7c be a representation 
of G by means of permutations of X. That is, n(g) is a permutation of X 
for every g E G, and n(gr)(n(gs))-1 = n(gig;‘) for all gl, gc E G. For q, xg E X 
we say that xr N xs if g E G exists such that n(g) maps xc onto xi. The 
equivalence classes are called (G, n)-patterns. 
Then we have: the number of (G, n)-patterns equals 
(3.1) ICI-l&G#zrX (n(g)X=X). 
4. A NEW PROOF 
Let Y be some complete set of representatives, i.e. we get Y if we 
take exactly one element from each equivalence class. 
If x,yEX, and x-y, we have 
(4.1) #mG (@)x=x) = #g.G @k&=x). 
This follows by writing y as n(k)% with some k E G (whence z(g)y = 
= W4k)x = 4SW, and using (ii) of section 1. 
We now prove (3.1) as follows. 
~ZI/EG #zcX (n(g)x=x)= 
= &G &rY #zctX,z-y @@)x=x) = 
= &rY &XIZ-y #geG (n(g)x=x)= 
= Z;lrY Z;b‘XIW #mG (‘d&/=x)= 
= &tY &eG #zrXiz-y (‘+)y=x)= 
= &Y&G l=IYl.lGl. 
6. A GIENEaAL COUNTING LEMXA 
Let X be a finite set with equivalence relittion N, let I be a finite set, 
let for each i E I, at be a mapping of X into X, let & be a commutative 
group with respect to addition, and let W be a mapping of X into &. 
LEMMA. If for all a, b E X with a N b we have 
(5.1) #fez (~=a) = #<cz (o&=a) 
then 
if Y is any complete set of representatives (i.e. Y C X and Y has just 
one element in every equivalence class). 
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PROOF. It suffices to consider, for an arbitrary a E X, the case that 
W(Z) = 1 if x=a and W(Z) =0 otherwise. Then the left-hand side of (5.2) 
equals 
(5.3) #fez (aa=@. 
For the right-hand side we get 
&Y #M (a=w - y)= 
= J&,Y~~-~ #fez (w/=4= 
= &YW-~ #f.~ (w=a). 
Since there is exactly one y with y N a, this equals (5.3). 
6. APPLICATIONS 
Let us take a finite semigroup R containing a subgroup Q with unit 
element e. To each k E K we attach a mapping n(k) of X into X. We 
require that ~(k&(~%a)=n(Ms) for all ki, kz E K, and that n(e) is the unit 
mapping. (It follows that if g E a! then It(g) is a permutation, and that 
IC is a representation of G by means of permutations of X). Let e be any 
mapping of X into X. If we now take N to be defined by means of Q 
and 7c (as in section 3), and if we take I= K, ck=@Z(k) for all k E K, 
then (5.1) is satisfied for all a and b with a N b. For there is a g E C with 
n(g)a=b, and if k runs through K then kg runs through K as well. 
Let us specialize by taking K = C, moreover assuming that W is constant 
on each equivalence class. Then (5.2) becomes 
24G 8~lpn(g)z =% w(x) = ~:YIY w(y) #gr G (en(g)!/ - y). 
A consequence is that #BIG (en(g)y N y) does not change if y is replaced 
by any other element in the same equivalence class ; this can easily be 
checked independently. 
Next we specialize by assuming that for all x, y E X with z N y we 
have 6x N ey. That is, 6 maps each class into a class. Some classes can 
be mapped into themselves. If y belongs to a class that is mapped into 
itself, we have 
whence 
(6.1) IgrG s~Xlpn(~)z -z w(X) = Ial ~~~Y14v--~ w(Y). 
The special case that e is a permutation, was published before ([3], 
theorem 2b and [4], theorem 4.2b). The special case that 6 is the identity 
and that W(z) = 1 for all 2, is the Cauchy-Frobenius lemma. 
The fact that in (6.1) 6 need not be a permutation, can be used for 
generalizing the Polya-type theorem connected with it. That theorem was 
presented in [2] : it contained a fixed permutation h of the set R of colors. 
This h need not be a permutation: with any mapping h of R into R we 
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get exactly the same result, and nothing needs to be changed in the 
proof. The result is by no means surprising, however, since the case of 
general h follows at once from the case that F, is a permutation. (This 
is done as follows: if h maps R into R, then there is a maximal subset 
RI permuted by h, and no r outside RI is invariant under any positive 
power of h ; now apply the theorem to RI). 
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